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INTRODUCTION 

'Branding' is inseparable element of any business. It is the foundation for the 
marketing of any particular product or service. As branding covers all the initial stages of 
Product design, development, pricing and finally positioning, re-positioning in the 
market one can see how it is essential for any organization. In the new era of Globalization 
Branding proves itself as Identity Statement for any product or service. It has reached to 
every aspect of human life. Same time, in today's Competitive world one has to prove its 
unique place and to have definite share or value in the market, which can assured through 
the 'Customer Loyalty' towards a particular brand. To be loyal to a specific Brand, 
customer judges the experiences from it on the level of his / her satisfaction. Branding 
gives a thought on Customer requirements and their experiences about the Brand. It is a 
continuous process and to enhance customer experience, to acquire Customer Loyalty it 

Abstract:

When the customer gets reliable and satisfactory experience about the 
expectations from the product it results in the loyalty of the customer towards 
'brand'. The strength of the 'successful brand' is directly proportional to the 
expectations of the customer about it and it has various attributes like Customer 
Desire, Relevance, Pricing Strategy, Positioning, and Consistency etc. Brand 
Building is a process which is continuous and requires repeated recharging. It is 
very important for achieving Customer Loyalty because it is extremely dangerous 
and absolutely wrong to presume that “Once a Customer is always a Customer.” 
Even a single negative experience is enough to make the customer to change over 
to a competitive brand. Branding is an indispensible activity of any organization. 
At the customer end it reduces the risk of the customer and eases his or her 
purchase decisions. Branding involves Rejuvenation which helps in acquiring and 
maintaining Loyalty. Branding and Customer Loyalty are two different but 
connected aspects of Marketing. Brand building requires full support of all 
possible marketing activities whereas customer loyalty or loyal customer does the 
marketing functions in the way of “mouth publicity” of a 'brand'. 

A 'brand' is a set of expectations that the customer has about the product. 
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is very essential to rejuvenate your Brand. Branding involves this Rejuvenation which 
helps in not only acquiring but also maintaining the Customer Loyalty. The present article 
talks about how Branding and Customer Loyalty are connected to each other and helps 
each other in various steps of marketing.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY:

Present Research paper is based on 'Doctrinal type Research Methodology', 
includes the philosophy & practice of the whole discussed research topic and related 
problems. It also includes, interpretation of data & reach to the conclusion.  

OBJECTIVES:

1.To prove the importance of  Branding activities for establishing Customer loyalty.
2.To define 'Branding' as integral part of whole Business Management process.

BRAND:

The American Marketing Association defines 'Brand' as a name, term, sign, 
symbol or design or a combination of them, which is intended to identify the goods or 
services of one seller or another seller or group of sellers and differentiate them from 
other manufacturers, seller or competitors. 

The purpose of branding is to create differentiation. The 'Brand', about what we 
are talking represents customer's expectations and assurance or guarantee that the 
product will perform as per those expectations. Recognized Brand meets to the customer 
needs and expectations effectively. In other words 'Brand' is Image or Strength of a 
product. It is a combination of attributes communicated through a name, or symbol that 
influences a thought process in the mind of an audience and creates value. 

The objectives that Good Brand can achieve are:
 Delivers the message clearly
Confirms credibility of product/service
Connects target prospect emotionally
Motivates the buyer
Concretes user loyalty

 The Successful Brand is consists of:

i)   Brand Name: - It gives uniqueness in identity.
ii) Brand Image: - It signifies reputation. It is an impression of   the brand in the minds of 
customers.
iii)  Brand Loyalty: - A brand can be successful only with the support of loyal customers.

What is Brand/Customer Loyalty?

The words Brand Loyalty and customer Loyalty are used interchangeably by 
various authors which actually talks about Trusted brands by customers and Customer's 
trust in that brand. Customer or Brand Loyalty means when customer becomes 
committed to a particular brand and makes repeat purchases over time regardless of 
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convenience or price. There is a strong need of loyal customers for every brand to be in the 
market.

IMPORTANCE OF CUSTOMER LOYALTY:

According to the basic economics, 'Generally 80% of the profits and sales come 
from 20% of the customers. It is very crucial to retain their top 20% of customers who 
really contributes to 80% of business revenue. Though crucial, it is must for any business 
organization. These top 20% customers are having Loyalty i.e. commitment to a 
particular brand and also some unique association with the brand. Achieving Customer 
Loyalty results in-

i)Reduced Marketing and Operational Cost :
Retaining existing customers costs less than acquiring new ones. Advertising and 
marketing to new customers is 4 to 6 times expensive than the cost of marketing existing 
customers.

ii) Achieving Brand Equity :
Loyal customers represent a stable source of revenue. They are less price sensitive, 
purchase in larger quantity and higher frequency. They are more likely to purchase 
additional goods or services and contribute to greater business profits. This is all results in 
the market to a Brand.

iii)Protection from Competition :
Frequency of customers to switching another brand is reduced through Customer 
Loyalty.

iv) Mouth Publicity/Word of Mouth :
Loyal customers tend to promote the brand through Word-of Mouth behavior, which 
potentially converting prospects into new customers. This is the cheapest form of 
marketing where a satisfied customer does Marketing activity.  

ROLE OF BRANDING IN ACHIEVING CUSTOMER LOYALTY :

To achieve customer loyalty is must for any Brand for that Brand should be strong 
enough and also customer centric. Branding is the activity which covers all the essential 
steps to make the Brand powerful and to achieve Customer faith and Loyalty in the Brand.

The use of name, term, symbol or design or a combination of these to identify a 
product is called 'Branding'. The concept of  branding is centuries old, started from 16th 
century.
The term 'Brand' evolved with the purpose to strengthen the association of the Brand 
name with a product, its quality, personality, work culture etc. Branding is just not 
Naming; it is a combination of art and science that manages associations between the 
Brand and impressions in the minds of customers about the brand.

Branding is the foundation of marketing. It allows marketers to create added 
values that distinguish one brand from another. A 'Brand' is created by combination of a 
core product with distinctive values that distinguish it from competitor brand. Branding 
or brand building involves both tangible and intangible attributes that are functional and 
emotional benefits which are taken into consideration during Brand selection.

3
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Branding basically consists of three concepts:

i)Brand Promise: It is commitment from Brand to customers for satisfying their 
expectations.
ii)Brand Attribute: It includes all unique ways to deliver Brand Promise.
iii)Brand Personality: It is actual impression of a brand in customer's mind.  

By ensuring these 3 things in 'Brand' Customer Loyalty can be achieved, for that 
purpose consistent and strategic Branding is required.

Brands are built by the combination of seven factors given below:

1)Quality: Core product must have high quality because it is judged by customers on the 
basis of qualitative performance given by it.  
2)Positioning: Branding activity must be done with knowledge about the target audience 
or Customers and their needs. To create unique position in the market, Brand requires 
effective Brand Name, Image, Service, Design, Guarantees, Packaging and Delivery 
from their side.
3)Re-positioning: Customer needs varies widely, same time with market change the new 
opportunities arise and repositioning has to be done by the Brand. But it should be done 
with uniqueness and not frequently.
4)Well balanced Communication : Brand positioning shapes customer perceptions. 
Awareness about Brand's position in the target audience is must, for that branding 
involves marketing activities like advertising, use of mass-media in controlled and 
balanced manner.
5)Being First: Pioneer Brands are more successful than follower ones. It gives wide scope 
to create impression in target customers and to shape their expectations. It also can 
become the Benchmark for late entrants.
6)Long Term Perspectives: Generating awareness, communicating brand values and 
building customer loyalty takes a long time. It must have consistency and needs long term 
perspectives to strengthen the Brand.
7)Internal Marketing: As seen earlier, Brand is product image in customer's mind. To 
keep this image strong, 'Branding' activity should be done thoroughly. Brand values and 
strategies must be communicated to the staff, which helps the Brand when customer gets 
connected with any one entity of the manufacturer.

These seven factors which are very essential in Brand building, finally makes the 
Brand successful and strong which leads to achieve customer loyalty as it covers all the 
steps of acquiring Customers' faith in the product towards having a strong relationship 
with the Brand. Marketing activities are also involved in Branding. Both, Branding and 
Marketing should be customer centric too. It is also true that Branding alone is not the 
base of achieving Customer Loyalty but when combined with other factors such as good 
service and value for money can help in increasing the Loyalty further. 

FINDINGS:

1.Branding plays vital role  in achieving Customer Loyalty.
2.Branding & Customer Loyalty are both interconnected and related aspects of 
Marketing.
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CONCLUSION :       

 A successful Brand is a combination of satisfied customer expectations and 
creation of a unique image in the minds of customers. By using proper Branding strategy 
this Customer Satisfaction can be converted in Customer Loyalty. Without 'Branding' no 
'Customer Loyalty' should be achieved. 

Branding is Foundation for marketing and Customer Loyalty helps marketing 
with 'Word of Mouth' behaviour of customers.

RECOMMENDATIONS : 
 
Further research  should be done in

1.Customer Loyalty programmes and their success.
2.Direct involvement of customers in 'Product Design' activity.
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